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ABSTRACT
The use of behavioral objectives is challenged on

three bases: feasibility, utility, and advisability. Behavioral
objectives, however, are useful in teaching speech communication.
They allow the teacher to start to pinpoint the items the stmlent
needs to practice in order to improve. If student- are trained to
decide which behaviors they wish to elic3t from Ar audience and to
read listener feedback, they should be better a'- to adjust their
oommunication in the direction of getting the reonse he wants. This
training should help the stuient focus on the -!--ge receiver. Using
behavioral objectives means creating criteria of cc:npetency. Until
experimental effo.rts yie.ld empirical data needed t. establish these,
carefully thougnt-out s1:4ojective judgments must be A. ed. If

behavioral oblecrives have been establishedv greate- flexibility in
choosing methods 4-.:.) reach those objectives will be alloved. (JK)
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Thtr rkr.or hnn tv:e purposes: (1) to sumr.eri-he tho arIlm!-Its

41;.:ainst tAa %Jut of behavioral objectives, and (2) to scrutini.v.e solected

ns:A,rticap$ uhich cro mast rolovent to the speech commubEcation Cield and

te analyaJ thzia: !Liplicatifma.

1er th,) purposes of thUI, th-; object/ens to behavioral objcctivev

have been placod into throe bratid crac:!;ieas. Bohavloral obectivas aro chNinctd

on the fv,:.o,,Indn of feasibility, uLila.,, wad udviw4bi1ity. rcth ci,Itegory of

objctiolt in vcfuted. .

The L%st half of the paper cantatris sugr!ostions for the use of behavioral

cbjo1vri In the field of specch communicat!on. Some lavitcutions nnd

advantans of their uso discussed.
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Arlie Muller Parks

Behavioral Objectives for Speech - Communication:
Panacea, Pandemonium, or . .

Arlie Muller Parks

In the last decade the literatuie in the field of education has indicated

a growing interest in the use of behavioral objectives. Today some state

education departments, 1 and the Middlestates Evaluation Committee 2 are re-

quiring that public schools and state colleges rewrite their courses of study

so that the objectives are stated in terms of ihe performance expected or re-

quired of the student. Recently in the literature of the field, a number of

arguments have appeared challenging the use and value of behaviorally stated

objectives. 3 Members of the profession concerned with speech communica-

tion pedagogy would do well to be cognizant of the objections to the use of

behavioral objectives. Furthermore , it would be of benefit to speech teachers

to analyze and evaluate the implications of the indictments as they relate to the

subject matter, goals, and philosophy of the discipline.

This paper has two purposes: (1) to summarize the primary arguments

against the use of behavioral objectives, and (2) to scrutinize selected asser-

tions which are most relevant to the speech communication field and to analyze

their implications.

Behavioral Objectives: Arguments and Rebuttals

For the purpose of expediting analysis, and at the risk of over simplifying

the matter, the objections can be placed into three broad categories. The use
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of behavioral objectives is challenged on the grounds of feasibility, utility, and

advisability.

Seveial rkeptics have raised objections to the use of behavioral objectives

on the grounds that they aren't woricable. One argument posed is that writing

behavioral objectives is too difficult. 4 Secondly, some question lugmbiNg what

is meant by students' behavior5 and, therefore, claim it is impossible to be

specific enough in stating such objectives. 6 A related objection is as follows:

even if one can identify desired behaviors it is not possible to state them at an

appropriate level of competency or skill achievement. 7 Finally, critics argue

that it is difficult to express all the important outcomes of education because of
8

the difficulty involved in defining and measuring these "behaviors."

Rebuttals, based on logic, to most of these indictments can be found in a

number of books and articles. 9 Empirical data refuting the arguments in the

feasibility category may be gleaned from such observable data as the behavioral

objectives found in the works of Krathwoh1,10 Bloom,11 Mager,
12

Popham,13

Kibler, 14 Block,15 in the American Educational Theatre Association's Course of

Study in Secondary School Theatre Arts ,16 and in the ten courses of study developed

ai a result of the three year Pennsylvania E.S.E.A. Title III project, "A Demon-

stration Projecc for Speech Education."17 Behavioral objectives not only can be

be stated, but they are being formulated and used in teaching.

The Value Variance

Critics who question the use of behavioral objectives also argue that even

if it is possible to write them,it is not advantageous to do so. They feel behavioral
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objectives are not beneficial to educators fr,- the following reasons: (1) They

are of little significance to the planning proc.dures and materials the teacher

will use. 18 (2) The behaviors specified aren't the "real" objectives the teacher

is working toward. 19 (3) There is a likelihood that trivial learner behaviors

will be stressed because trivial behaviors are easier to state in behavioral terms

than are the more important educational outcomes.20 The significance of speci-

fying behaviors when one is not sure which behaviors will lead to successful or

unsuccessful attempts at communication has also been questioned.
21

Some be-
.

neve that such specific prespecified objectives might render the teacher incapable

of noticing unexpected important objectives which might arise during a lesson. 22

These critics fear that the use of behavioral objecties may hinder the teacher in

her attempts to achieve these important unexpected objectives.
23

The research data supporting the general value of behavioral objectives in-

clude the Miles, Kibler, and Pettigrew (1967) study
24 which indicates higher

test scores for students who were given study questions prior to doing reading

assignments. Similar results are indicated in the Michael and Maccoby (1953)

study25 on the use of practice questions in connection with using films as an in-

structional medium. Schuck (1970) found that students improved their retention of

information when set induction was utilized in the teaching of a science unit. 26

Peeck's study (1970) supports the previous studies indicating that the use of study

questions before the learning experience increased retention of the material. More-

over, his study showed that the use of behavioral objectives diminished the reten-

tion of material which was irrelevant to the objectives.
27 These studies support.
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the postulate that we can increase learning by giving a pupil a clear indication

of what we want him to learn and how his knowledge will be evaluated.

The Suitability Syndrome

The largest number of objections, and the weakest attempts at protesting

the use of performance objectives, seems to fall into the suitability syndrome

category. Dissenters may yield to the conceivability of formulating behavioral

objectives. They ,may, even waive their objections regarding the profitability of

writing behaviorally stated objectives, and yet still use on the grounds

of desirability. Doubters claim that behaviorally stated objectives vv)uld make

educational objectives seem innocuous. 28 They also fear that since measura-

bility implies accountability this innovation may lead to evaluating teachers

on the basis of how much pupils learn. 29 Others contend that using behavioral

objectives is not advantageous because it is undemocratic 30 and dehumanizing
31

to plan pupil outcomes. The argument continues that the use of these objectives
32

is unrealistic because teachers don't plan that carefully anyway. Futhermore,

they assert that behavioral objectives are not appropriate for educatiz)n; they imply
33

that such objectives belong in the hazy realm of training. Skeptics claim that

teachers are not supposed to be shaping students' behavior.
34 Moreover, they

contend that using behavioral objectives would preclude creativity and cause

rigidness in teaching.35 Teaching students to respond effectively to unique pro-

blems not previously encountered, they feel, is likewise inhibited by using per-

formance objectives.36 Dissenters further argue that by concentrating on behavior-

ally stated objectives the achievement of educational outcomes not directly re-

lated to student learning is iimited.37 Finally, since there is no guarantee that
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a well stated behavioral objective would necessarily be a valuable objective,

skeptics reject them and imply that they are no more desirable than other

objectives.38

A perusal of several studies seems to support the appropriateness of using
.

behavioral objectives in education. McNeil's study (1967) of the effect of

using behavioral objectives to specify learning outcomes, and the effect of

grading student teachers on the basis of their success in helping learners a-

chieve said outcomes, indicates that the students not only met the behaviorally

stated objectives but also increased their achievement ". . . in a range of de-

sirable directions."39 McNeil further found that the student teachers preferred

to be judged on the basis of how successful they were in getting their pupils

to meet the specified behavioral objectives.40

We all know all students do not learn the same way nor at the same rate, 41

yet we tend to teach by "covering" a certain amount of material in one specific

manner and within a somewhat arbitrary length of time. By making use of be-

havioral objectives and focusing on a variety of possible behaviors which will

indicate whether the student has achieved "learning," we would be better able

to adjust our teaching strategies so that more students would learn in a shorter

length of time.

The Behr (1967) study indicates that instructional ma'.erials can d ned

to complement students' abilities so that their learning efforts are maximized and

the time spent trying to achieve th3 goal is minimized.
42 Similar results were

noted by Davis and Anthony (1967).43 Kim's study (1969) indicates that for

learners with below average I.Q. the use of behavioral objectives, review questions,

and remedial programed instruction can increase their ability to master objectives
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far beyond the level one would ordinarily suspect. 44 Moreover, a University

of Minnesota study indicates that teachers who are able to be more flexible

in thelr teaching methods seem to produce students who learn more. 45 Be-

havioral objectives lend themselves to planning for flexibility in the selection

and use of teaching materials, procedures, and strategies. If behavioral ob-

jectives can be used to increase student learning it seems obvious that their

use is appropriate. If indeed, the purpose of education is to effect a favorable

change in the learner then not only are they appropriate, but necessary! This

sample of studies should be more than ample to provide motivation for the

doubter to return to his "think tank" to devise stronger arguments against the

appropriateness of behavioral objectives.

Issues Related to Speech - Communication and the
Use of Behavioral Objectives

Operationalizing Objectives

Speech teachers will concede that it is difficult to express and define all

the important outcomes of education; this, however, does not mean that one

should give up trying to define and measure the outcomes of an educational ex-

perience. One can learn much about a process by isolating and measuring known

variables. As this is accomplished additional outcomes may be observed or pre-

viously identified outcomes may be perceived in a new light. In a given lesson

the teacher is most concerned with specified outcomes. If one does not get the

results planned for, a re-evaluatio..i of the lesson is essential to determine if

the behaviors sought are possible, measurable, valuable, etc. The teacher
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may also wish to analyze the behaviors elicited in terms of what they indicate

about the lesson. It is possible that something "new" may have been "dis-

covered" through serendipity. At any rate, the use of behavioral objectives

does not suggest that one somehow disallows results of education which one

cannot define nor measure. Indeed, that would be somewhat analogous to for-

bidding the tree to fall in the forest until one could find a way to detect if it

makes a sound when nobody is there!

If the objective is "To make the student become a better speoLor" the

teacher has a major task before her. How will she know when the student is a

better speaker? What does one tell the student after his communication? How

will the student know what to do to become a better speaker? What is a better

speaker? On the other hand, if one uses behaviorally stated objectives which

specify the behaviors the student must exhibit in order to meet the objective,

the teacher can begin to pin point the items the student needs to practice in

order to improve.

Assume that the objective is,

The student will deliver an effective five minute talk
on a controversial subject of his choice to an audience
of peers. The criterion for effectiveness will be a
shift of opinion toward agreement with the speaker by
at least 50% of the audience as indicated by a pre-
and post-attitude test.

Now one has a firm basis for judging whether the student is becoming a "better"

speaker. The teacher may have the student attempt to meet the objective as

many times as necessary until he can do so successfully. Once prerequisite tasks

(behaviors the student must master so that he will be able to meet this objective)

9
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have been dwermined the teacher can decide which behaviors the student needs

to concentrate on. When terms such as "better," "effective," "good," etc.,

can be operationally defined, so their meaning is clear to the teacher and the

student, teachers can begin to determine for each.student what he must do to
,

achieve "effectiveness," without becoming a carbon copy of some "ideal speaker."

Speech-communication teachers often clai.ii that one of their goals is to

provide a speaker with fairly predictable means of being, assured that his mes-

sages will produce ig intended response. By adapting the behavioral objective

concept to the communication process the speaker should be better equipped to

determine what strategies one must use to maximize the possibility of obtaining

the desired response from one's listener. By training students to carefully de-

cide which behaviors they wish to elicit, and by training them to read listener

feedback, the student should be better able. to adjust his communication in the

direction of getting the response he wants. This training should help the student

to focus on the message receiver -- just as th e. behavioral objective user focuses

on the student. Indeed, there is a similarity between the goals of communication

and the goals of the teacher who uses behaviorally stated objectives.

Creating Criteria

The validity of the argument that one should not state objectives in terms of

student behaviors because they cannot always be stated to include appropriate

levels of competency or skill achievement, is also of concern in the field of speech

communication. For example, speech teachers often have difficulty determining the

effectiveness of an information speech. In other words, what is the exact percent-

10
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age of the audience which should be able to explain the steps involved In a

complex process described by a student speaker? While determining the level of

competency for an objective is not easy, neither is it impossible to develop a

workable criterion even though it may be arrived at through trial and error. Having

a clear idea of the terminal behaviors the student is to perform is the first step

in arriving at appropriate levels of proficiency for each behavioral objective 4

Needless to say, this attempt will yield more realistic expected levels of coin-

petency if the teacher has completed a task analysis all behaviors relevant to

the desired terminal behavior. Each objective must be so ordered that every ob-

jective the student completes prepares him to perform the next objective armed

with the necessary prerequisite skills.

General acceptance and usage of behavioral objectives in the discipline will

eventually give rise to new experimental efforts by speech communication leaders.

Such research will undoubtedly yield the empirical data needed to estabPsh appro-

priate levels a performance relevant to specific behaviroal objectives. Until

then the speech communication teacher may choose from several alternative methods

for establishing' the level of competency at which the student must perform: (1)

Criteria may be based on levels of competency achieved by previous students'

performances. 46 (2) The teacher may determine standards rather arbitrarily, based

on her experience and knowledge of the skills or information needed to achieve sub-

sequent objectives.47 (3) Levels of competency may be based on the teacher's

value judgments regarding the information or skills generally needed by the student.48

(4) A team of ". . . teachers working independently can reach a high level of a-

greement on the hierarchy of outcomes contained in units of learning material"49

Ii
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even though the teachers have had little practice doing this. Carefully thought

out sub!ecttve judgments arrived at in 'c o n j un ction with other speech communi-

cation teachers should relt in reasonably useful standards. The teacher

may sos:..sh to adjust these standards. as she acquires experience and new data.

Recent data indicate that wbon behavioral objectives are used in conjunc-

tion with other techniques to achieve mastery learning" it is not imreasonable

to expect the student to achieve a level of 80 to 85% cthnpetency in the Informa-

tion and skills for each objective.51 At present it wou)d seem that tentative

criteria based on ally of the above would lo1 *! preferable to avoiding the issue of

implementing behavioral objectives in the speech cf.Ixununication training.

Planning Power

Perhaps of special interpqt tr.) speech communication tl.;achers is the argu-

ment that behavioral objectives are of littfe value because they have little re-

lationship to the materials one uses to help the student achieve joetives, and

they are of littic: ..7alu to plannIng procedures. This argument can be refuted with

such studies as Behr (1967),52 and Davis (1967)53 which h;..ve been discussed

earlier in this paper. Airasian (1969) also found that certain techniques tend to

increase student learning. 54 Ebel is right when he says, " . . . it is important

for the curriculum builder, the textbook writer, the teacher, and the student to

think hard about their purposes, about the objectives they seek to achieve. 1,55

Makifig correct choices in the materials and teaching strategies one uses to help

learners achieve objectives ia very important. The more precise the objective, the

easier it is to select appropriate materials and strategies.

12
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When the behaviors the student is to exhibit are stated clearly teachers

no longer need to insist that each student perform the same tasks, exercises,

or speaking assignments. Once the teacher can state the desired student be-

haviors she can select and prescribe the assignment(s) most closely related to

tho abilities, present and future needs, and interests of the student. Moreover,

her job of sequencing the tasks to maximize efficient learning is facilitated by

using behavioral objectives. It would seem that there is a big difference be-

tween the teacher planning a course in communication in which evervone gives

an informative speech, a persuasive speech, an oral interpretation, etc., and

the teacher planning specific behavioral objectives the student must meet. In

the latter course some students might be giving speeches and others taking part

in debates in order to r.Thy.at the same objective. Indeed, some students may al-

ready have met the objctive during the preassessment exercise and therefore

be free to pursue the next objective.

The aforementioned studies indicate that students do not all learn the same way;

whether the objective is "To have students give six speeches." or,

or, ,

"Given oral communication interaction with classmates, the
student will appear more confident, relaxed, and fluent to
his audience, as judy:)d by at least 60% of the audience's
responses on pre- and post-evaluation rating sheets,"

"Given:
(1) oral communication interaction with his classmates;
(2) class discussion, readings, and lecture material on

effective communication procedures;
and

(3) practice,
the student will deliver a ten minute oral message in which
he expllins a principle, idea, or process, heretofore pre-
tested to be unclear to his audience. Successful achieve-
ment of this objective will be judged by a post-test on
which 90% or better is scored by at least 70% of thcN ud ie nce , "

1.3
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certainly should make a difference In the kinds of teaching strategies, materials,

and procedures the teacher employs. its the Hayworth study (1940, on the ef-

fectiveness of teaching speech by emphasizing delivery vs content) indicates

student improvement will occur most in the area stressed. One can't expect to

concentrate on the student being able to stand tall and keep talking for x number

of minutes if what really is desired is to have him be able to do something like

the last behavioral objective " We know from so ,much of behavioral re-

search, the more closely the criterion measure which ore uses to test results

approaches the method by which the desired behavior was learned, the better the

results will be."57

In summary, the use of behavioral objectives in speech communication

classes should help teachers to focus on those communication behaviors which

research indicates are desirable. If speecti communication teachers select and

develop behavioral objectives based on research findings, construct task analyses,

and plan learning strategies accordingly, will be more efficient and ef-

fective in helping students improve in their oral communication ability.

The field of speech communication should adapt easily to the use of behavioral

objectives for at least two reasons. 1) Speech teachers, by the nature of the disci-

pline, are committed to the shaping and reshaping of communication behaviors.

2) Since speech communication ability and teaching effectiveness are related,
58

both the areas of speech communication pedagogy and training should derive suc-

cess from the use of behavioral objectives. Whether or not these assumptions

are valid can best be determined by speech teachers testing them in the class-

room.

14
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